ETHN 189 Decolonizing Geology
200-320pm Tuesdays Thursdays Online
owing to the circumstances, this is going to be a chill course.

Instructor
bt werner
SIO/Ethnic Studies/Critical Gender Studies
bwerner@ucsd.edu

Office Hours (tentative – check web site for changes)
Mondays NOON-200pm P.D.T. (except for week one)
Tuesdays 100-150pm P.D.T.
Tuesdays 230-330pm P.D.T.
Thursdays 800-900pm P.D.T.

Web Site:
https://courses.complex-systems-laboratory.org/ethn189

Synopsis
The origins, development and practice of the geological sciences have been closely tied to colonization, but these ties rarely are acknowledged, discussed, critiqued or used as a basis for rethinking present day practices and trends. In this course, we will deconstruct the historical relationship between colonialism and geology, discuss how this relationship has developed over time and explore practical methods for how the field of geology (and, by extension, other fields of western science) might be decolonized.

Goals
– Learn about and explore methods for deconstructing the knowledge system of geology, and for revealing its historical path dependence and underlying assumptions
– Describe the interconnections between colonialism and geology
– Focus on the role of geology in case studies in ‘exploration,’ resource extraction, hetero-patriarchal violence and resistance movements
– Investigate ways in which geological research, measurements, knowledge and education can be decolonized, and explore methods for empowering activists to push for these changes

Beyond Brave Spaces
The instructor of this course is dedicated to creating a learning environment of critical thinking and practice, where we collectively share, learn and produce knowledge. Drawing from Black Feminist Thinker, bell hooks, I am committed to facilitating a collective space that includes:
– ‘transgressing’ to disrupt and dismantle the status quo;
– honoring and acknowledging the ways that people with different abilities learn, communicate, participate and interact;
– recognizing students’ varying mobilities and lived experiences as sources of knowledge;
– working towards an accessible collective learning environment;
– supporting students through difficult conversations and creating an environment in which everyone might grapple with these topics and potentially move towards action;
– explicitly prioritizing nonlinear ways of learning and building relationships with each other.
(Note: I'm not sure how this will play out online, but these are the guiding principles...)
Accountability

Instructor: I welcome constructive comments and suggestions about the class to better make it a space for productively working, learning and growing together. I will provide class time to receive those suggestions. I will provide timely feedback to the best of my ability.

Students: Active engagement, doing the reading and completing assignments on time to the best of their ability, as outlined below.

Grading:

– Engagement – includes participation during class via the chatroom, posting comments to forums before or after class or/and actively assisting other students with their learning/providing learning mutual aid. 20%

– Answer Questions About the Assigned Reading (tentatively due Mondays at NOON) – summarize briefly the content and briefly answer several questions about reading assignments for Weeks 2-9. bt will provide a reading template for each week (download it from the assigned reading link) 20%

– Critical Analysis – research a contemporary or historical topic or endeavor involving geology, and critically analyze it to reveal its colonial connections. Due at the end of week 6. An instruction sheet will be provided. 15%

– Summarize/report on an article or book chapter to the class – A list of articles you can choose from will be provided. This will be a 5-10 minutes ppt with accompanying audio or text. An instruction sheet will be provided. Presentations during weeks 4-7 10%

– Research and report to the class on an indigenous activist working on issues related to geology and colonialism. This will be a 5-10 minute presentation with accompanying audio or text. An instruction sheet will be provided. Presentations during weeks 8-9. 10%

– Final Group Project – group written paper (due finals week) and group presentation (Week 10). Research, critically analyze a topic that combines geology, colonization and resistance, and propose specific methods for decolonization. Presentations are 15 minutes. Papers are ~600 words/person. An instruction sheet will be provided 25%

A step-by-step instruction sheet for each of the assignments will be provided.

Attendance and Participation

Attendance is not required, but is strongly encouraged if your time zone and circumstances permit it. Our primary means of communication during class will be through a text chatroom (which permits uploading of supplemental documents and images) on the course web site, plus supplementary audio snippets hopefully available starting week 2. If you cannot be present in the chatroom during a class, please participate by posting to the forum associated with that class. If you are experiencing technical difficulties during class, please post to the forum or e-mail bt with as much detail as possible about what is happening.
Here are some principles for participation in ETHN 189:

– Be physically and mentally present for yourself, for us, and for your classmates.
– Respect is key. Respect yourself, your classmates, and the academic goals of the course. Please do not interrupt others while they are 'speaking'/typing.

– Participation is not just speaking/typing but also active listening/reading – we are coming from different perspectives, backgrounds, and positionalities and we all have something to contribute to how we understand the readings and concepts.

– Step Up, Step Back: if you are participating more than others, step back and let others contribute; if you are participating less than others, step up and contribute more.
– Commit yourself to critically engage the material. Be an active participant in your education.
– Take initiative in your learning. Act with integrity.
– If you can attend class, commit yourself to arriving on time and coming prepared to learn.
– Support your arguments by engaging the texts (academic settings necessitate scholarly claims).
– Although the online format makes it easy for us to multi-task, if at all possible, please don't.
– The number one ground rule which we will all follow is to engage in respectful critical analysis and discussion in the classroom. Abusive and harsh language will not be tolerated.

**Come Prepared**

Students are expected to keep up with the weekly readings as they are assigned in the course syllabus. Assigned readings must be read prior to class and you are expected to identify key themes, concepts, and terms in the readings. Please have readings, notes, your completed reading template and other materials handy when you come to class.

**Sexual Violence and Sexual Harassment**

In this class, we might discuss issues that many find difficult, painful and triggering. I invite you to relate your personal experiences where relevant to the academic discussion. However, I want you to be aware that UCSD requires instructors to file a report with the University's Title IX Officer if any students relate experiences with sexual harassment or sexual violence in class discussions (chatroom discussion), e-mail or written assignments, whether or not that occurred on campus. This could result in an investigation without that student's participation or consent.

CARE at the Sexual Assault Resource Center is the UC San Diego confidential advocacy and education office for sexual violence and gender-based violence (dating violence, domestic violence, stalking). CARE provides violence prevention education for the entire UCSD campus and offers free and confidential services for students, staff and faculty impacted by sexual assault, relationship violence and stalking. CARE at SARC is on-call 24 hours a day and on weekends throughout the year. If you are in need of urgent support during non-business hours, weekends, or holidays, please call them at (858) 534-5793.

[https://care.ucsd.edu/](https://care.ucsd.edu/)
Academic Integrity
Plagiarism is not acceptable. Please refer to the “UCSD Policy on Integrity of Scholarship.”

Communications with Instructor
Please let me know if you go by a different name than what is on your UCSD record. If you would like, I am happy to adjust your login to your preferred name.

Office Hours
If you have any questions regarding the readings and or assignments please connect with bt during office hours. If you cannot attend the scheduled office hours I also am available to connect by appointment. Please email me with your availability to request an appointment.

Email Policy
Please do not hesitate to e-mail me with any questions and or concerns. I check email during normal university hours and will respond within 24 hours, however, I might not respond to emails over weekends.

Email is a good way for you to ask short, logistical questions and general inquiries about assignments. If you have questions that require an in-depth answer or conversation, please connect with me during office hours. Finally, I strongly encourage you to ask syllabus and assignment related questions in class. If you have a question it is likely that others also have the same question. When emailing include ETHN 189 as part of the subject line or header.

Grade Disputes
If you have questions regarding the grades or written comments you receive, I would be happy to address them during office hours or by appointment at least 24 hours after you have received your feedback. Make sure to see me no later than one-week after the assignment has been returned. A re-grade means re-grading the entire assignment and could result in an overall lower grade for that assignment.

Resources
This is a particularly difficult, stressful time. In my view, taking care of ourselves and supporting those around us, our friends and our family and our classmates and colleagues is more important than anything else. To that end, we will spend time in class checking in and endeavor to form a supportive community, despite the alienation of our separation and isolation. If you need assistance in locating additional resources for disability accommodations, health, food, stress, transitional support, well-being, mental health, financial aid, job preparation, and community building do not hesitate to consult your instructor.

Accommodations
If you need any accommodations for disability, illness, or any other reason please contact me so I can create an accommodation plan for your success. If you have a disability or other condition that compromises your ability to complete the requirements of this course, please inform me asap of your needs. I will make all reasonable efforts to accommodate you.
Writing Support
Some students will need to utilize office hours in order to get extra background and direction on the material. ELL students are highly encouraged to consult the resources at the OASIS center (858-534-3760).

Email Exchange
If you ever miss a class, contact your peers for support! Collaboration with your peers is a part of learning--this is **NOT** a competition! You can also check out the forum and chat logs.

Note Taking and Retention of Chat and Forum Records
I encourage you to take notes and synthesize our discussions during the class. The chats and forums will be retained throughout the quarter as a log of what was said, which will be especially useful for those who can't join us for class. Currently, only I can delete statements from the chat logs and forum responses. If you would like anything you wrote deleted, please contact me via e-mail with specific information about what you want deleted and I will endeavor to delete it asap. Only student participants in ETHN 189 can view forums and chats, and I will delete all of this information at the conclusion of the quarter.

Tech Stuff
To participate in class and download course materials or upload assignments, you must be logged in to the web site. Click on the login link at the top/left and fill in the login name and password that bt sent you. If it doesn't work, e-mail bt to reset the login/password or diagnose the problem. Note the automatic e-mail link for forgetting your password does not work. You must have cookies enabled, All web site features have been tested with Safari and Firefox.

To attend class, click on the chat room link for the particular class date, given by week and day – A means Tuesday, B means Thursday. To comment on a topic discussed in class, go to the forum for that class, click on the topic and add a comment.

Reading/Viewing
Links for all reading/viewing will be provided on the course web site. Please check the the posted links as there are different editions/versions for some of the reading. Be certain to download the reading template from the web site for each week!

new friend: _______________________ new friend’s e-mail: _______________________
new friend: _______________________ new friend’s e-mail: _______________________
new friend: _______________________ new friend’s e-mail: _______________________
new friend: _______________________ new friend’s e-mail: _______________________  

The ETHN 189 Decolonizing Geology syllabus is subject to change as needed. Office hours’ location and times might vary throughout the quarter to best meet the needs of all students. :)  
Check here for updates!
Assigned Reading
Assigned Reading might change – if you are going to read ahead, please consult bt!

Week 1: Course and People Introductions///Relationality, Critical Reading and Critical Analysis
(No Assigned Reading)

Week Two: Colonialism: History, Function and Dynamics

Week Three: Geology and Colonialism

Week Four: Indigenous and Scientific Forms of Knowledge

Week Five: Extractivism, Water and Violence – Part One
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FeksO_rGepw
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HNP__OmkNkE

Week Six: Extractivism, Water and Violence – Part Two
or also available on video:
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pBKKDEZ9ljE
  (starts at 17:10)
Week Seven: Indigenous Resistance
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGgoXknPl8I

Week Eight: Decolonization

Week Nine: Decolonizing Geology

Week Ten: Final Project Presentations and Course Summary
(No Assigned Reading)

Additional Reading to Report On During Class
Send your top three choices to bt by Monday April 20 at NOON
As with the assigned reading, these selections are meant to introduce you to key authors and key analysis and research threads.
Instruction sheet will be provided.

• Jodi A.Byrd (2011) The Transit of Empire, Chapter 4: Been to the Nation, Lord, But Couldn't Stay There: Cherokee Freedman, Internal Colonialism and the Racialization of Citizenship,117-146, University of Minnesota Press. [Discusses internal colonialism in the context of the decision by the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma to disenfranchise the descendent of people that the Cherokee enslaved]
• Jodi A.Byrd (2011) The Transit of Empire, Chapter 5: Satisfied with Stones: Native Hawaiian Government Reorganization and Discourses of Resistance, 147-183, University of Minnesota Press. [Explores the relationship between US colonialism on the continent and in Hawai'i]
• Mishuana Goeman (2017) Ongoing storms and struggles: Gendered violence and resource exploitation, in Critically sovereign: Indigenous gender, sexuality, and feminist studie, 69-98. [Goeman's essay relates to the violence of flooding we will discuss in Week Five]
• Audra Simpson (2017) The ruse of consent and the anatomy of ‘refusal’: cases from indigenous North America and Australia, Postcolonial Studies, 20(1), 18-33. [Discusses Indigenous refusal as a resistance strategy to oppose assimilation and false reconciliation]
• Shawn Wilson (2008) Research is Ceremony: Indigenous Research Methods, Fernwood Publishing, Chapter 5: Relationality, 80-96. [expanding on our classroom discussion of relationality] [This chapter will be uploaded soon]
• Kathryn Yusoff (2013) The geoengine: geoengineering and the geopolitics of planetary modification, Environment and Planning A, 45, 2799 – 2808. [Geoengineering is metaphorically reconceptualized as a geopolitical interaction between an 'engineer able' Earth and society]

**Indigenous Activists to Report On During Class**
Send your top three choices to bt by Monday April 27 at NOON
Instruction sheet will be provided.

• Klee Benally
• Candi Brings Plenty
• Berta Cáceres
• Ward Churchill
• Winona LaDuke
• Kanahu Manuel
• Ricardo Mayumi
• Russell Means
• Leonard Peltier
• Comandanta Ramona
• Ken Saro-Wiwa